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Introduction 

The European Union is a very diverse political and cultural space despite its leaning towards 

unity (and uniformity). One cannot understand the EU without understanding power asymmetries 

which are implicit to its functioning. These asymmetries resulted in the emergence of two broad 

peripheral regions in relation to the core (or centre): the Southern European (SE) countries and the 

Central and Eastern (CEE) countries, referred to as the “old periphery” and the “new periphery”, 

respectively.1 In our research project, we want to enlarge our understanding of the political economy 

of the EU by focusing on the problem of peripheralities from the CEE and SE perspectives and with 

the use of comparative analysis. It means we aim to explain how political and economic processes 

interact and support or impede the development of the societies in question.  

Peripherality is a condition and one of the starting points for the discussion about the future 

of the European Union. As of today, one can argue that the EU came to be a specific type of empire 

– with different types of hierarchies and with the core and peripheries relations that determine its 

decision making and functioning. When we speak about the “crisis of European integration”, we 

speak about the problem of coping (or not) with different types of diversities and inequalities within 

the European project.  

Core and periphery are important (although imperfect) categories of macro-social analysis 

because they allow us to study and focus on structural inequalities, together with important nodes of 

power situated within the structures of the EU and in important economic centres of Member States. 

In addition, such categories allow us to grasp important social and economic problems, including 

(under)development, dependency and the crisis of (liberal) democracy. In short, peripherality is a 

condition that must be understood not only as a political precondition for progressive policy, but also 

as one of the determinants in Member States’ decision making and formulation of interests. We 

would like to underline that both categories – the core and the peripheries – have a neutral meaning 

in our research.  

Yet, the processes and outcomes that lead to the generation of the “old peripheries” (or 

Southern European countries) and the “new peripheries” (or Central and European countries) show 

similarities and differences. Both have common and unique causes and ramifications: looking into 

closer detail within each of these peripheries, significative differences as well as similarities (or 

commonalities) in terms of socio-economic development can be further distinguished. 

Problem Formulation 

This research project aims to grasp a comprehensive characterisation and comparative 

analysis between the complex EU peripheries and seeks to prepare an informed basis for 

constructing adequate political responses from the radical Left, both at the European level and 

                                                 
1 Historically, today’s EU peripheries have been integrated into the emerging capitalist world-system as semi-peripheries 

or peripheries (16th century Portugal and Spain are the exceptions).  
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domestic level. In addition, this project also aims to foster shared knowledge and open the dialogue 

between Southern and Central and Eastern European countries. An ultimate goal could be envisioned 

as boosting closer cooperation within the EU at the level of peripheries.  

Regardless of the fact that uneven paths towards European Integration has generated the SE 

and CEE peripheries, a clear path of divergence of the former and convergence of the latter relative 

to the core has become one of the features of recent developments (see figures 1 and 2). This is a 

serious problem of European integration since one has to ask: is it the case that the integration of the 

most recent periphery contributed to (and how – this must be determined) the divergence of the older 

one? If so, to what extent do such development processes pose a threat to a viable future for the EU? 

 

 
Figure 1: GDP per capita in PPP (percentage of EU-28) in CEE and Southern groups of Member States (from Caraveli, 2017) 
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Figure 2: Five-year average real growth rates in CEE and Southern groups of Member States (from Caraveli, 2017) 

 

These differences are a clear reflection of the (different or similar?) integration processes, 

which originated from different economic structures and models of economic development, while 

managing to keep both regions away from convergence towards the economies of the core countries. 

“Diseases” of the periphery are very often the “prelude” to the crisis of the core, as witnessed 

following the 2008 financial crisis – especially in relation to political outcomes (rise of populism, 

oligarchisation, etc.). Nowadays, in the wake of the pandemic, the European Union as a whole is 

heavily struck by a foreseeable economic and social crisis. Nonetheless, the resistance and resilience 

of Member States in facing this “novel" capitalist crisis remains deeply rooted in the periphery-core 

divide. Therefore, it is not that the focus on the periphery is some self-centred task, but, rather, that it 

goes to the heart of ongoing “integration crisis”. 

The first stage of the project will prepare two “maps” of peripherality, producing two intraregional 

comparative analyses for SE countries and CEE countries, by focusing on groups of data. By “map” 

we mean an analytical overview of the larger regional/peripheral landscapes of the EU. We assume 

that the peripherality of each of these regions within the EU has a diverse face even when there are 

certainly many common determinants. We need to be sensitive to these diversities in order to address 

the problem correctly. Although our hypothesis situates “the core” (power centre) of the EU on the 

axis of Germany-France-Benelux, we expect that our research will corroborate this hypothesis. We 

are also aware that there are “internal peripheries” (for example, Germany’s East) so neither “core” 

nor “periphery” are one-dimensional. Considering the SE countries it is possible to consider, not 

only two groups of countries within these geographic areas (Italy and Spain on the one hand; 

Portugal, Greece, Cyprus and Malta on the other hand), but possibly a more bona fide intraregional 

grouping involving a putative “southern development zone” (extending from north-eastern Spain to 

northern Italy, and possibly encompassing the south of France). 
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 In the case of the CEE countries, which represent a more diverse unit, we propose grouping 

the countries in four groups of countries:  

 

Picture 1: Diverse regions – diverse research groups: CEE: 1. Baltic region, 2. Visegrad Group, 3. Balkan group, 4. Western Balkan 

group (note: Slovakia, three Baltic countries and Slovenia are eurozone members. SE: I. Portugal, Malta, Greece, Cyprus and II. 

Spain and Italy. 

 

As already stated, peripherality is a dependency (or asymmetric interdependency) with 

economic, social and, of course, political (and cultural) aspects. Given that there is no periphery 

without a core, our research will also help to determine the location of the core for SE and CEE 

countries – it is just Germany/Brussels, or it is more complex? Looking at the political economy of 

the EU through the lenses of core-peripheries relations will help us to grasp the interaction of 
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economic and political processes as a driver or obstacle for social development (considered as the 

wellbeing of society).  

In a second phase, we aim to develop a comparative analysis between these two regions, 

which will improve and deepen the knowledge of one another, since where there is weak (or no) 

knowledge, there can be no good policy. It means that we shall situate our “map” in the interpretative 

framework during the second phase. This analysis is intended to provide a basis for deepening the 

political dialogue between regions, which will eventually lead to the formulation of specific political 

strategies. Our research will help to identify key problems, nodes of cooperation, as well as sensitive 

spots or sources of conflict, and serve as the basis of such strategies. 

Focus 

Within our research hypothesis we shall focus on three distinct dimensions of peripherality, since we 

understand it as a multidimensional problem. 

Area 1: socio-economic dimension2 

 Export-import patterns (within the EU and outside): who are the biggest export/import 

partners of SE/CEE Member States and what is the (im)balance between them?  

 The basic structure of SE/CEE economies (share of industry, services, agriculture, dominant 

areas), as now.  

 Share of large and medium-sized businesses in the national economy, as now. 

 Sources of added value in the economy, distribution of product, gross operating surplus versus 

employee remuneration. 

 Domestic capital and investments versus foreign investments, before and after joining the EU 

2004/Amsterdam Treaty 1999. Are the SE and CEE peripheralities characterised by the lack 

of domestic capital?  

 Position and role in global value chains (in this case we determinate key global value chains 

in the EU and study the contribution of SE/CEE countries in these chains). 

 Tax systems (progressive versus regressive) and tax evasions, as now. 

 Workers and employees: minimal salary (if this exists), unemployment, median vs average 

salary, union membership in % of population, longer timeline 2000-2020. 

 Structure of income inequalities, how (un)equal regional societies are, how (un)equal they 

become based on available data (distribution of wealth between 1%, 10% of rich population 

and 50% of bottom population, in longer time – based on WiD research). 

                                                 
2 The biographical essay will help us to grasp the main resources of data and key literature on the topic.  

https://wid.world/
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 Migration of workers within the EU (who and how much), since 2001/2004, including 

demographic impacts at home (outgoing and incoming labour migration). 

 Precarisation: salaries, type of contracts, unemployment, underemployment as now and 

before the Great Recession/with first measurable impacts of the pandemic, which percentage 

of the population might be determined as precarious (in individual countries). 

 

Area 2: political dimension 

a) neoliberalisation, the financial crisis and its political conjunctures since 1990 

 The Left in the political system: election results in parliamentary elections (national and 

European Parliament) between 1990-2019, performance of left-wing parties (social-

democratic and radical left, results, governmental engagement, opposition). 

 The Left after the financial crisis (did the Left become stronger/weaker/more fragmented 

within the last 10-12 years). 

b) relations with the EU 

 EU Budget – EU Investments Funds – EU Cohesion Funds (composition of EU Budget, 

possibilities for influencing the EU legislative processes, contributors x beneficiaries, voting 

analyses – VoteWatch). 

 Representation in the EU top positions and EP (influencers and influencees) – who represents 

whom?  

 Opinion polls on the role of the EU, EU institutions, levels of Euroscepticism, etc. (as 

measured by Eurobarometer and National Surveys Agencies). 

 

Area 3: epistemological/cultural dimension 

 Cultural construction vis-à-vis the European core (euro-orientalism, the PIGS’ spirit). 

 Politics of imitation, paternalist patterns at home and in the EU (accession to the EU 

presented as “missionary process” of “spreading values”). 

 Political/intellectual awareness or denial of peripherality (a state of being the other but 

desiring being the same as a typical dynamic of periphery-core relations). 

Aims and Questions 

It is necessary to underline that we shall approach these social-economic criteria as a 

composite part of European processes, not static or autonomous sets of data and processes. We shall 

combine a broader approach to (inter)regional/country data comparisons with (where suitable) case 

studies (due to a large scale of the research itself). We are interested in the role of the EU in these 
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processes within the interpretative part of the research. The key question is a) how much 

peripherality can be an opportunity and b) how much peripherality creates political space for infra-

EU alliances? c) How much it may (or may not) represent a divergence factor in the formulation of 

interests in the EU? And finally, d) What are the particular political and economic manifestations of 

peripherality in the EU?  

We believe that, to speak about and return to the topic of power asymmetries and 

dependencies in the centre of political discussions about the future of the EU, we must understand its 

current forms and manifestations first. This will be a first step that is very particular in its content. 

We envision a project in which political-economic mapping of SE and CEE peripherality will 

not only be useful for building dialogue bridges and cooperation strategies between these regions, 

but also for policymakers beyond these regions. 

We also believe that this project will encompass a contribution in the process of peripheries 

self-representations, by representing “the East by the East” and the “South by the South” (as opposed 

to the hegemonic representation of the core as the only dependency and power mechanism in play). 

 

Methodological Remarks 

Our research is designed as interdisciplinary with approaches and inspirations from world-system 

theory, postcolonial theory, theory of dependency, comparative political science, sociology, and 

economics. 
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Long-term Project Timeline   

Phase Action Timeline Note 

I. 

Call for Tenders Publication 28-29/09/2020  

Deadline for Tenders Application 19/10/2020  

Announcement of Tenders Results 28/10/2020 Coordination Research Team 

Meeting of the whole Research Team 11/2020 Week 1-2 of November, ZOOM                            

First Data Consolidation  12/2020 – 01/2021  

II. 

Main Research Realization  01-12/2021  

Coordination Research Team Meeting 03/2021 ZOOM 

Midterm Review Research Team Meeting 06/2021 personal meeting (PRG, WIE, BRX) 

Coordination Research Team Meeting 09/2021 ZOOM 

Preliminary Outcomes  

  

11-12/2021 – presentation  

- announcement of study publication  

III. 

Full Study Publication (3 parts) 

comparative analysis of SE, outcomes 

comparative analysis of CEE, outcomes 

comparative analysis of SE+CEE, executive 

summary 

02-03/2022 Electronic (pdf.), in English 

Expected length: approx. 250 pages  

Executive Summary Publication                     

in different languages 

02-03/2022 Electronic (pdf.), translation in various 

languages of CEE and SE, plus EN, DE 

Promotion of the Research Outcomes throughout 2022 Different channels 

Workshops, Presentations and Follow-up 06 -10/2022 Possibility depending on stakeholders’ 

interest, EL Summer University, EL 

Forum, GUE/NGL... 

IV. Possibility to update and extend the Research 2022-2023 post COVID-19, economic crisis data 
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Biographical Guide 

 

This is a preliminary survey of the basic resources and literature useful for the research start-

up. It is in no way an exhaustive list of approaches, studies and literature available. This guide 

presents only a basic survey of the literature and resources available for its use before the factual 

research starts as an heuristic probe.  

If we start with the theoretical fundament of the research project, it is impossible to do so 

without mentioning at least several authors and works as important inspiration in terms of theory. 

Immanuel Wallerstein’s concept of world-system (or world-system theory) divided into mutually 

dependent centres, semi-peripheries and peripheries as key structures of world capitalist economy. 

His four-part The Modern World-System (1976, 1980, 1989 and 2011) is a classical contribution in 

this field. Wallerstein made an important contribution in understanding capitalism as a historical 

social system, while he offered his theory as a protest against social scientific inquiry that emerged in 

the 19th century. His “Essential Wallerstein” (2000) is a comprehensive and exhaustive case study on 

his thinking.  

In understanding peripheral capitalism there is a broad structuralist tradition. For example, 

Economist Andre Gunder-Frank and his Development and Dependency in Latin America is a next 

study of core and periphery (satellite) structures of dependency. Another author dealing with 

peripheral capitalism is Samir Amin and his Unequal Development. Social Formations of 

Peripheral Capitalism (1976). Returning to the context of Latin American periphery is the book by 

F.H. Cardoso and Enzo Faletto Dependencia y Desarollo en America Latina, which explores the 

categories of underdevelopment, periphery and dependency in the Latin American (global South) 

context from a largely structuralist perspective. Gunder-Frank, Cardoso, Faletto but also Aníbal 

Quijano and Theotonio Dos Santos are usually labelled as from the “dependentista” school, which 

attempts to use the dependency as an approach to explain why Latin American countries did not 

develop similarly to the centre. The authors also argue that development and underdevelopment are 

produced by centre-periphery relations. Eastern Europe or Southern Europe are certainly not Latin 

America, and modernist dependency theory underwent relatively large revision and critique, but it 

remains an important and inspirational perspective. 

Recent years have witnessed a come-back of “up-dated” neo-structuralism in the social 

sciences with an interdisciplinary approach largely related to postcolonial studies. Arturo Escobar 

offered a postcolonial critique of development as a composite part of a critique of Western 

modernisation theory. Aníbal Quijano, together with Immanuel Wallerstein, introduced a concept of 

“coloniality” as a “darker” side of Western modernity in the peripheries of the modern capitalist 

world-system. Ramon Grosfoguel offered a decolonial option to political economy and its 

paradigms. This neo-structuralist/postcolonial approach was reflected by Manuela Boatca and her 

studies dedicated to Eastern Europe before, during and after Second World War. Boatca explored 

semi-peripheries of world-system and compared Eastern Europe and Latin America, but also 

focused on topics such as multiple Europes and the politics of difference within. Very inspiring is her 

comparison of slavery and second serfdom as labour regimes on the periphery. The critique of 

orientalist tendencies in approaching and constructing Eastern Europe historically or during the 

Enlargement process were a composite part of this approach (see Böröcz, below). This is also the 

topic of two research articles by Veronika Sušová-Salminen focused on Eastern Europe (here and 

here). The post-colonial approach in interpretation of coloniality school is useful because it is based 

on the following principle: Culture matters, but structure matters too. On the other hand, the classical 

dependency school largely underestimated culture.  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2753/ATP1084-1806350307?journalCode=madt20
https://www.javeriana.edu.co/blogs/syie/files/Quijano-and-Wallerstein-Americanity-as-a-Concept.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/281423223_A_decolonial_approach_to_political-economy_transmodernity_border_thinking_and_global_coloniality
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Manuela_Boatca2
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/280775107_Second_Slavery_vs_Second_Serfdom_Local_Labor_Regimes_of_the_Global_Periphery
https://www.academia.edu/28096335/Peripherality_Geopolitical_Rupture_and_Academic_Visibility_The_Case_of_East_European_Area_Studies_in_the_USA_and_UK_1989_2012
https://www.academia.edu/28095985/Rethinking_the_Idea_of_Eastern_Europe_from_Postcolonial_Perspective_Coloniality_Eurocentrism_Border_Thinking_and_Europes_Other
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The term empire comes naturally to mind when speaking of centres and periphery, and not 

just from the political point of view. Empires are types of governance that rely on the uneven 

exchanges between centres and peripheries. There is also growing literature about the EU as an 

empire beyond political proclamations (in the words of Jose Manuel Barroso, here). For example, 

Hartmut Behr in his “The European Union in the Legacies of Imperial Rule? Accession Politics 

Viewed from a Historical Comparative Perspective” argues that the EU might be understood as a 

(new) empire, its accession policy operated in the legacies of the 19th century imperial rule. Also Jan 

Zielonka sees the European union as a new type of empire with a neo-medieval nature. Zielonka 

accentuates the role of Eastern enlargement in the process of neo-medieval empire-building. He also 

argues that the EU moved away from the Westphalian state system. The Westphalian system is about 

“exporting military imposition and containment” while the neo-medieval system is about “export of 

laws and modes of governance” (see example here). On the other hand, German sociologist 

Wolfgang Streeck sees the EU as a “doomed, liberal empire” with a central role of Germany. His 

essay also focuses on important structures of uneven relations in the EU. 

Centre and periphery in theory and in practice (of case studies/the EU) 

Joachim Becker and Johannes Jäger wrote about “European Integration in Crisis: the Centre-

Periphery Divide while focusing mainly on the European economic centre and periphery relations in 

the EU: division between financialising and export oriented countries” (2011). Jose M. Magone: 

Centre-Periphery conflict in the European Union? Europe 2020, the Southern European model and 

the eurocrisis (2011). In the same direction goes the book of proceedings Jose. M. Magone – Brigid 

Laffan and Christian Schweiger (eds.): “Core and Periphery Relations in the European Union. Power 

and Conflict in a dualist political economy” (2016), one theoretical chapter of which is available 

online (here). 

András Blahó focused on the tensions between centre and periphery in relation to Central and 

Eastern Europe and the EU without considering the southern countries. His study from 2012 focuses 

on various types of capital, as well as on dual social world of periphery or on communication codes 

of the centre and the periphery.  

Gabiela C. Pascariu and Ramona Frunza’s study focuses on Eastern and Southern 

peripherality (2011) seen from a centre-periphery model, while they see peripherality largely as an 

economic and spatial problem considering examples of eastern countries (Romania, Hungary, 

Poland, Slovenia, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia) and their southern counterparts (Spain, Portugal and 

Greece). Among other questions, their study tries to answer whether the southern peripherality can 

be a model for the eastern one. Another book of proceedings goes in the very same direction 

(economic with a clear dominance of neoliberal economy) (2016) “Core-Periphery Patterns in the 

European Union. Case Studies and Lessons from Eastern and Southern Europe” edited by Gabriela 

Pascariu and Maria Adelaide Pedrosa da Silva Duarte. There are various data and graphs available in 

this book.  

On the other hand, John Agnew reflects on, at that time still ongoing, Eastern enlargement 

(2001) as a problem of uneven development, rather than of centre-periphery relations. He asks how 

many Europes exist, both within the EU and outside of the EU. Agnew points out that the EU under 

neoliberalism increasingly focuses on uneven development as an instrument of “global 

competitiveness” of the EU. 

Alistair Cole and Romain Pasquier deal with the problem of impacts of the European 

integration on centre periphery relations as a comparison of the cases, France and the United 

Kingdom (2012). In this study they concentrate on the multilevel governance of the EU, questions of 

convergence and mobilisation based on the study of cohesion policy from 2000-2006. 

https://euobserver.com/institutional/24458
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/2392025/Behr__EU_and_Imperialism__in_EJIR.pdf?response-content-disposition=inline;+filename=The_European_Union_in_the_legacies_of_im.pdf&Expires=1597688949&Signature=DuFiGKUI-X~flcLrmFugA2jdFuZX6WxmC3svM~6wTPOp2ZE8gUu4WJZrVrZ9qO3BI44OkQfzv7-5T0seYGATWwpmsSI-RhOkXRkDHuUOo0-EIHy6tweu2JeAtHwK9rkDPO~Jme6rFizXJn5Jihobfht1Zdpy99kDo62TmKX18y66wa~7XfcboylNgwfnfnc3HHwTQ8ycyJd0sLX-3j2XjVjULlk3kxMZsj6AEhQrtMOQ4huMXPsxyq8BqFWh1eF6xw1-cy60GRSREl~0iH-7nQSf54In0zJKJu2s6mYOERXBSJQ24Gu77R2AGbUjZN9z4yc4sfCqn2c9Mh6BATnDtw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/2392025/Behr__EU_and_Imperialism__in_EJIR.pdf?response-content-disposition=inline;+filename=The_European_Union_in_the_legacies_of_im.pdf&Expires=1597688949&Signature=DuFiGKUI-X~flcLrmFugA2jdFuZX6WxmC3svM~6wTPOp2ZE8gUu4WJZrVrZ9qO3BI44OkQfzv7-5T0seYGATWwpmsSI-RhOkXRkDHuUOo0-EIHy6tweu2JeAtHwK9rkDPO~Jme6rFizXJn5Jihobfht1Zdpy99kDo62TmKX18y66wa~7XfcboylNgwfnfnc3HHwTQ8ycyJd0sLX-3j2XjVjULlk3kxMZsj6AEhQrtMOQ4huMXPsxyq8BqFWh1eF6xw1-cy60GRSREl~0iH-7nQSf54In0zJKJu2s6mYOERXBSJQ24Gu77R2AGbUjZN9z4yc4sfCqn2c9Mh6BATnDtw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://www.amazon.com/Europe-Empire-Nature-Enlarged-European/dp/0199231869
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/326-europe-empire-the-nature-the-enlarged-european-union
https://mondediplo.com/2019/05/06eu
http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/ws5_becker_jaeger_european_integration_in_crisis._the_centre_periphery_divide.pdf
http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/ws5_becker_jaeger_european_integration_in_crisis._the_centre_periphery_divide.pdf
http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/ws5_becker_jaeger_european_integration_in_crisis._the_centre_periphery_divide.pdf
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/31575991/21._Book__European_Union_at_the_crossroads__2011.pdf?1373934235=&response-content-disposition=inline;+filename=21_European_Union_at_the_crossroads_The.pdf&Expires=1597685396&Signature=JSVaPKpS~soFT22NWALA1BijJvnvrZddkb5JJQzJLeJ9pw~GuJVgo9fNXZZpWsMSPpU98L62joOO4a223Wf4FFdoM8QVQejVteEr1IxaMq5uP4E9ovrC8WJ8yxp1vaCKLIWDGR9Njz2aeoo7Iz4ROlqgJPvxKhh~UsXquLXd33fexnCBAFEmHy-FlLKTBg7yXWifqFvc6mEzxKT~dN86dL2W1tuz6tZK6w5Cb31WBoFsoyT3B0EY4zb6QCEDJcBBrmlnOYGCNLPzen8xELu5nErfOzeECN5xhwT10JlY~0mnuRBAetZhSNVwqKGQ60hHl3rX~18i195Vwk4cWR47uQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA#page=71
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/31575991/21._Book__European_Union_at_the_crossroads__2011.pdf?1373934235=&response-content-disposition=inline;+filename=21_European_Union_at_the_crossroads_The.pdf&Expires=1597685396&Signature=JSVaPKpS~soFT22NWALA1BijJvnvrZddkb5JJQzJLeJ9pw~GuJVgo9fNXZZpWsMSPpU98L62joOO4a223Wf4FFdoM8QVQejVteEr1IxaMq5uP4E9ovrC8WJ8yxp1vaCKLIWDGR9Njz2aeoo7Iz4ROlqgJPvxKhh~UsXquLXd33fexnCBAFEmHy-FlLKTBg7yXWifqFvc6mEzxKT~dN86dL2W1tuz6tZK6w5Cb31WBoFsoyT3B0EY4zb6QCEDJcBBrmlnOYGCNLPzen8xELu5nErfOzeECN5xhwT10JlY~0mnuRBAetZhSNVwqKGQ60hHl3rX~18i195Vwk4cWR47uQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA#page=71
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/44010495/The_Centre-Periphery_Divide_in_the_Eurocrisis_-_A_Theoretical_Approach_-_A.Sepos.pdf?1458695900=&response-content-disposition=inline%253B+filename%253DSepos_A_2016_The_Centre_Periphery_Divide.pdf&Expires=1597685748&Signature=PWv331eK7S6Fuo3njc3fdRJ5JBLXr9U~bg7kA1XCrdFCHsPoFWkzZNR9zvjjiUbBzI5RT6PFLxqYj2I6-vzcyASt6Ny35~cadyL6iOzc~tkejGMvSJGZg9GAaOc8EYAj8Fq30o1M21e9TgyaQLWT2l0-Y0mOEXaGCmfeCb1hfAR3RK9c4C9knF3gd0XXnnu5ud6QyJukZCDzR0y8-zqZveyF2sfJUwtZrq-AXh6BpA~alZzZZ6gQcRiOxdPbXaFwLccikGN9X2hJmQqowLDkHHNncPdSuWaaw9vo~QR0gSOXQBMMkON~pFbl3VLyj9YW3F90FIFa8IKObZ1iD5cUpg__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
http://unipub.lib.uni-corvinus.hu/1068/1/Blaho_2012_centre.pdf
http://cse.uaic.ro/_fisiere/publicatii/Centre-periphery%2520model.pdf
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/30276851/agnew.pdf?1354311116=&response-content-disposition=inline%253B+filename%253DHow_many_Europes_The_European_Union_east.pdf&Expires=1597688076&Signature=QnaO3r3rI-6bsRQ6EIHwmMFVNZGE5N7S27MZlxgMZb44GyC3HmR3VoNtCa6as4b37ct~TqTmbRf6vCmOCMpxvIdfiD-wmwZH1gecobtSYxMDjO2L~p~R3ZVkzGcLxV8qCiNtdrGvV2BIzJ9Vy120jGz18bzHUtumJ8E6mZJ6IVdIWB-vSAkWJ1ENcXThGcIqhrQaNhXpA4fgqf9QaYLmpnj9pNI4ITnloKuZu9q6QnMt9lUcEOJZ-uhFsx0j-vwyWkmEj~8NnGlPCET~O72Cj76qAJyH2NR3Cfv-J3noqLW54x4Rrrh-Cmzn6XpOj9qtSNAmWJCvwKbmQSZQZlVGcQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://www.cairn.info/revue-politique-europeenne-2012-1-page-160.htm
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H. Caraveli and E.G. Tsonias used an approach of new economic geography in studying 

centre and periphery in the European union. Their study works with a U-shaped curve/non-linear 

relationship focusing on several indicators such as agglomeration, welfare, production and others in 

the regional context of the EU. Dominic Hartmann, Mayra Bezerra, Beatrice Lodolo and Flávio L. 

Pihheiro see core-periphery structure in terms of income inequality in relation to international trade 

and development traps, and thus beyond the EU framework. Their study involves 116 countries and 

focuses on income inequality associated with imports and exports. Boyka M. Stefanova focuses on 

the outsourcing process and its political economy in the context of Eastern enlargement of the EU. 

The study of Matteo Gaddi and Nadia Garbellini (2018) “Evolution of International 

Production Chains” represents a valuable case study into intra-EU value chains, which can be used 

for analysing the division of labour and functioning of value chains in the EU in regard to Southern 

and Eastern countries and their roles in these chains. Markus Ahlborn and Marcus Wortman focus on 

the topic of business cycles in the study of core-periphery relations. 

Another study by Maciej J. Grodzicki and Tomasz Geodecki  investigates core-periphery 

relations within the enlarged EU by assessing the involvement of Member States in the 

international division of labour. Secular stagnation and growth in the Western Balkans from the 

perspective of the core and periphery interdependence is studied by Will Barlett and Ivana Prica in 

their 2006 published paper.  

The EU decision making and policy, public perceptions 

The centre-periphery relation in the cooperation patterns in the Council of Ministers is 

reflected by the study of Mart Laartsit and Michael Keading (2011). Their study focuses on the 

features of cooperation in the Council of Ministers after the Eastern enlargement in 2004. The study 

shows some examples of cooperation patterns between new Member States and EU-15. The study 

also involves broader literature about coalition building in the EU decision-making. For this topic, 

it is useful to see also the report of ECFA findings, here. VoteWatch can also be used as the next 

important instrument and source of data. 

The report by the Robert Schuman Foundation focuses on the functioning of the 8th 

legislature of the European Parliament. It argues that the under-representation of some countries in 

the EP correlates with the low participation in the European elections in these countries. However, 

the study is much more complex in its evaluation of the EP.  

The next dimension of decision-making in the EU is the role of lobbies. There are several 

studies and reports focusing on the problem. The Transparency International EU shows the state of 

the lobbying in the EU, including the geographical distribution of lobbyists in the EU (among others 

it shows absolute under-representation of the Eastern flank in lobbying, while the South is 

represented by Italy). On the other hand, the Lobby report concentrates on the role of multinational 

corporations in lobbying in the EU while evaluating their influence as “incredible”. More 

information about lobbying is provided by the EU in the Transparency Register, too.  

The Eurobarometer focuses on the public opinion in the European Union and offers a 

systematic view of the perception of the EU and its functioning in the Member States, including 

Eurosceptic moods and opinions. It also provides an interactive option (according to categories of 

questions). 

The Enlargement, Europeisation/third-wave democratisation 

“The European Union as a Regional Normative Hegemon: The Case of European 

Neighbourhood Policy” by Hiski Haukkala studies the problem of the EU’s enlargement from the 

perspective of international relations. It sees the EU as a normative power and whole enlargement 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1703494915302954
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/305623/AIP/1-s2.0-S1517758019300852/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEDEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJGMEQCIAbuRNcTN3K%252B6fWqzXFYg04vFci9rKYjmHao7Fyj68M8AiBt2jp9zJZVroI5jKvFcpXboVl6zZwXc%252FtAIZN3qS2gNyq0AwgaEAMaDDA1OTAwMzU0Njg2NSIMFnJQutvSICJkOqwuKpED%252BzJm6Zd3trHRtZp2VMiMpSsiXWFU5s9%252B37RAIVGTJCkuK8JTW%252BjO90qzn3R9jpRjAyQVEGy8N%252BeYH0pDJ2c0dvvFBs40wzuN7%252BDqdU%252BvQBY1ePocfa7hl%252B9qwjRCeDsrutJe6dxcEPPFxKE7XLXAS726a41CRDWdgnSOd9u%252BkYAo8EO%252FNq%252BqdUN3q5%252FrMbg7x1bjw%252FvnfZ4gkjTDAlCeRalF80YIMy7n7OvWGbCLqeyPAWB5SfdkzSHxNudMAwmWf1uKlwTZpWLDX1AUyh%252F1q3kU7JNSs2sGoSCeFbT5V68Hkfv198TNw9vMWX96hbO4XWtiuC5BEbUczXuxhznJ1BBHxXpzsP2XVHEVZR04EbrYKRNiygCm7pD%252B20wyrsF8CkBhKBEG21hvXMnGEqfcfLIBDLeEcRtNIm1Ojpx2LXPqkD6td%252BcYDGTawAbX3th%252B5VN8BF55jhpjzigHNIb3Ityv2cnK%252BRCt%252FZaNviLmrub8GZXyW8Aneyz4M90fz4RPKYLbHpFIUWfhNKN1OKEE61Mwqo7w%252BQU67AG97oXxaAcxbcWLxvTz1DXqteOkFOUpdmfPJWemBR1CQr0x3kkB1OFdFzuzfOFOPTC8RDXanMS%252Fv4kqlDRVKCw2nJKCq3LBe6G4LYKoQJDM4IFVZZYImnVe6%252Bjp5mHGvAQ8ILTCD6SZyd4Vai0Nq3chRTHosdWpFX97eVDnhvuC9m12Rm2%252F73R4A9Ah%252FKXiI7o%252FrbUdxK13TTJgeZ6%252FlpjKF1kCu8Woi994aQWlssEGFh9e9Z2WoeSXcif%252FsmXYuc3H4IVEbd5RxIbJmKmR8L8y4cj%252FwGAIAKE%252Bd1dXFZn7r1mSEwIt%252FR%252BK7bJLcA%253D%253D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20200818T172557Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYV6MOSEXH%252F20200818%252Fus-east-1%252Fs3%252Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=d76cef2fa08e49773f09d6501eb1af4eff86b91ae8f7288e3f65c791cf37b71a&hash=b71b61a769807af660d15c414d61645ff248703e03a5d3ee7cccb7498cf39bb4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S1517758019300852&tid=spdf-fb4df047-21c5-428a-b053-1b7d3e83b05b&sid=6c72380a2b20a14a793a6c78b1ac2dd6cc27gxrqb&type=client
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/47736608/The_Political_Economy_of_Outsourcing_in_the_European_Union_and_the_East-European_Enlargement.pdf?1470171370=&response-content-disposition=inline%253B+filename%253DThe_Political_Economy_of_Outsourcing_in.pdf&Expires=1597860751&Signature=Kqv72uT2xjdcd1ZGRn4T4qHr37Z9PKeSyE507N7-xu61Z5KWYp2PSGM0efgAT7RbbbUKtObQutrN7Hs3f9mwcFvCxkX-8rG4-lfXK8E8OgE8kW32xfxYYQL8hOxPHQCyYqhNR5Mw0RumObpArTTnPulNNTWgWnVAxeKH2aUMvG9jsregZIm7DjGATv3IIi1nIT3gQKBOLJh-ZrSBfOXsAg-Jbt8vT2As6dgPsF3OW9yIb9yxXvsEmcK2FOwQLwQM1q-9AdJMjCa~OY0~rou-bfnRyWGGMCrbVnNyq2IM1KGpiiZFL5AFRYBToIDoKf3V7hdQjhbdwHOpoI85GL3EYg__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319195953_The_core-periphery_pattern_of_European_business_cycles_A_fuzzy_clustering_approach
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00128775.2016.1201426
https://www.lse.ac.uk/european-institute/Assets/Documents/LEQS-Discussion-Papers/LEQSPaper104.pdf
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.664.6698&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://www.ecfr.eu/eucoalitionexplorer
https://www.votewatch.eu/
https://www.robert-schuman.eu/en/european-issues/0512-review-of-the-8th-legislature-of-the-european-parliament
https://transparency.eu/priority/eu-money-politics/
https://www.lobbycontrol.de/2019/04/eu-lobbyreport-konzerne-haben-zu-viel-macht-in-europa-2/
https://ec.europa.eu/transparencyregister/public/homePage.do
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/Chart/index
https://is.muni.cz/el/fss/podzim2016/MVZ208/um/65500177/Normative_Power_Europe-2011.pdf#page=60
https://is.muni.cz/el/fss/podzim2016/MVZ208/um/65500177/Normative_Power_Europe-2011.pdf#page=60
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policy is presented as an important factor shaping the EU. Jan Delhey asks if the enlargement did 

make the European Union less cohesive while focusing on the trust between EU nationalities – trust 

being seen as an indicator of social cohesion. “Empire’s New Clothes. Unveiling EU Enlargement” 

by Jozsef Borocz and Melinda Kovács is an important contribution and analyses imperial substance, 

orientalism and other power practices behind the Eastern Enlargement. Their approach is rather 

distinctive from the “mainstream” narrative.  

Both Southern and Eastern Europe share the mainstream narrative of so-called third-wave 

democratisation between 1974 and 1989 (see Samuel Huntington 1991: “The third wave: 

Democratization in the late twentieth century”). There are, however, distinctive processes typical for 

each region. In both cases they were linked with accession to the European union (European 

Economic Community) based on conditionality, (peripheral) re-integration to European economic 

space but also othering (such as orientalism or cultural constructions of “southerness”). All these 

phenomena were a composite part of the “Europeisation” process. For the overview of Southern 

experience see for example Journal of Integration History special volume dedicated to Southern 

Europe (here). Obviously, there is a huge wealth of literature about third wave democratisation, EU 

enlargements and Europeisation, including their critiques.  

Statistics, reports, indicators (for the use of Focus) 

For economic profiles and updated information about the most important data it is possible to 

use the database of Trading Economics. The Harvard Atlas of Economic Complexity offers  

economic profiles of individual countries according to export and import patterns, goods and 

services exported and imported and partners in exports and imports. In addition, it offers a longer 

time to grasp possible changes. It is possible to consult it or combine it with a slightly different 

database of the Observatory of Economic Complexity. Both databases use visualisations and offer 

comprehensive information and data about the structure of individual economies. For observing long 

time periods it is possible to use the Megatrends page, which includes various historical statistics 

about economic and social developments in different countries.  

The World Bank open data is a next important source of information based on countries or 

indicators, such as economy and  growth, financial sector, external debt, social development and 

many others. Similarly, the International Monetary Fund with its data can be used as an important 

source of data about economic profiles.  

Eurostat provides statistical information about EU Member States according to various 

indicators, including those that are crucial to our research. Besides Eurostat, it will be necessary to 

work with national statistics available, usually online, in national languages. The data of national 

statistical offices is also useful (for statistics dedicated to economic data, investments, etc.) to 

explore the statistical information of central banks. The national statistical offices offer a large scale 

of data considering economy, demographical development, migration, employment and other 

categories needed for our research and indicated in the project under the chapter Focus.  

It is also possible to use more targeted statistics and reports. For example, in studying the 

situation with FDI one can use OECD data, as well as central bank data, but also more specific tools. 

One of these tools, focusing on Chinese investments, FDI in the European Union is the report from 

MERICS for 2019. The report maps the distribution of Chinese investments according to regional 

criteria and between 2012 and 2019. OECD databases are a good source for data about FDI in terms 

of inflow and outflow, but also according of partner country.  

WID, the world inequality database, is an important source mapping income distribution 

worldwide and nationally. It is possible to study national reports, as well as to carry out comparisons 

http://homes.ieu.edu.tr/~aburgin/IREU%2520426%2520Governance%2520of%2520the%2520EU/Session8_addititional%2520reading_Delhey_%2520Do%2520Enlargements%2520make%2520the%2520EU%2520less%2520cohesive.pdf
http://homes.ieu.edu.tr/~aburgin/IREU%2520426%2520Governance%2520of%2520the%2520EU/Session8_addititional%2520reading_Delhey_%2520Do%2520Enlargements%2520make%2520the%2520EU%2520less%2520cohesive.pdf
http://aei.pitt.edu/144/1/Empire.pdf
http://aei.pitt.edu/144/1/Empire.pdf
https://www.nomos-elibrary.de/10.5771/0947-9511-2009-1/jeih-journal-of-european-integration-history-volume-15-2009-issue-1
https://tradingeconomics.com/
https://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/
https://oec.world/
http://www.megatrends.net/
https://data.worldbank.org/country
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator
https://www.imf.org/en/Data
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
https://merics.org/en/report/chinese-fdi-europe-2019-update
https://data.oecd.org/
https://wid.world/
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between countries.  For questions of taxes, including tax avoidance, the use of illicit schemes and tax 

evasions, it is useful to start with information on the Tax Justice Network. 

The quality of living and working conditions in the EU is observed by Eurofond, which offers 

data, surveys and reports about the quality of life, work-life balance and other categories. Eurofond 

is the EU Agency for the improvement of living and working conditions. In relation to the topic of 

the EU’s cohesion there is a useful report by the European Council for Foreign Affairs mapping all 

Member States. The study by Henry Goecke and Michael Hüther deals with regional convergency in 

the EU. The collective report by CEPS focuses on the income convergence in the EU as a two tales 

story. This question is also addressed by ETUI, the European Trade Union Institute, in its reports. 

https://www.taxjustice.net/
https://d.docs.live.net/110b272ee1cdfb28/Dokumenty/For%2520economic%2520profiles%2520and%2520updated%2520information%2520about%2520the%2520most%2520important%2520data%2520it%2520is%2520possible%2520to%2520use%2520the%2520database%2520of%2520Trading%2520Economics.%2520The%2520Harvard%2520Atlas%2520of%2520Economic%2520Complexity%2520offers%2520an%2520economic%2520profiles%2520of%2520individual%2520countries%2520according%2520to%2520export%2520and%2520import%2520patterns,%2520goods%2520and%2520services%2520exported%2520and%2520imported%2520and%2520partners%2520in%2520export%2520and%2520imports.%2520It%2520offers%2520a%2520longer%2520time%2520to%2520grasp%2520possible%2520changes.%2520It%2520is%2520possible%2520to%2520consult%2520it%2520or%2520combine%2520with%2520slightly%2520different%2520database%2520of%2520the%2520Observatory%2520of%2520Economic%2520Complexity.%2520Both%2520databases%2520use%2520visualisations%2520and%2520offer%2520a%2520comprehensive%2520information%2520and%2520data%2520about%2520structure%2520of%2520economies.%2520For%2520seeing%2520long%2520time%2520periods%2520it%2520is%2520possible%2520to%2520use%2520Megatrends%2520page%2520with%2520various%2520historical%2520statistics%2520about%2520economical%2520and%2520social%2520developments%2520in%2520different%2520countries.
https://www.ecfr.eu/eucohesionmonitor
https://www.intereconomics.eu/contents/year/2016/number/3/article/regional-convergence-in-europe.html
https://www.ceps.eu/ceps-publications/income-convergence-eu-tale-two-speeds/
https://www.etui.org/covid-social-impact/eu-28/eu-income-convergence-and-inequality

